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Let f(z)
is proved that if {an}
2 lan — an—1| < oo
are given to show that

1. Let D = {z:\z\

= Yï,an.zn be an analytic function in the unit disc. It
is a bounded monotone sequence of real numbers, or if
and an ■**0, then f(z) is a normal function.
Examples
these results are delicate.

< 1}, let C = {z: \z\ = 1}, and let f(z) = £~=0 anzn be a

function analytic in D. The function / is said to be a normal function if the family
of functions {/(*: a, 0) = f(ei0(z + a)/(l + Uz))\ a G D, 6 G [0,27r)} is a normal
family in the sense of Montel, that is, each sequence of functions in the family
contains a subsequence which converges uniformly on each compact subset of D
either to an analytic function or to oo. (When we say that the sequence {fn(z)}
converges uniformly to oo on a set S we mean that the sequence {gn(z) = l/fn(z)}
converges uniformly to the zero function on S.) The function / is called a Bloch
function if the family {f(z : a, 6) — f(a) : a G D, 6 G [0,2ir)} is a normal family in the
sense of Montel. Other characterizations
of normal functions and Bloch functions
are well known (see, for example, [1 and 4]).
Coefficients of Bloch functions have been studied by Anderson, Clunie, and
Pommerenke [1], Mathews [5], and Neitzke [6], among others. Although the coefficients of normal functions have not been studied comprehensively, some isolated
results have appeared. Mathews [5] gave an example of a nonnormal function for
which the coefficients converge to zero. Sons and Campbell [7] have characterized
gap series which are normal functions. And Campbell and Piranian [3] have given
an example of a bounded (and thus normal) analytic function f(z) = J2anZn for
which g(z) = ^2 \an\zn is not a normal function.
In the present paper, some conditions on the coefficients which imply that a
function is a normal function are given. It is proved that if {an} is a bounded
monotone sequence of real numbers, then f(z) is a normal function. Further, if
{on} is a sequence of complex numbers such that J2 \an — an—1| < oo and an -+*
0, then f(z) is a normal function. These and other results of this general nature
dealing with bounded coefficients are presented in §3. In §4, some examples are
given which show that the hypotheses of the results in §3 cannot be substantially
relaxed. In §5, the analogous situation for unbounded coefficients is considered.

2. Before stating the results and examples, we need to give several criteria for a
function to be normal and for a function to be nonnormal.

DEFINITION. Let f(z) be a function analytic in D. We say that the point p G C
is a nonnormal point for the function f if there exists a sequence of points {an} in
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D such that an —*p and the family {f(z: an,6): 6 G [0,27r),n = 1,2,3, ... } is not
a normal family.
It follows easily from the definition of a normal function that a nonnormal
function / must have at least one nonnormal point for /. We state this in lemma
form.
LEMMA 1. An analytic function f in D is a normal function if and only if there
are no points ofC which are nonnormal points for f.
The following lemmas are easily proved by elementary normal family arguments.

LEMMA 2. If f and g are analytic functions in D, ifp G C is a nonnormal point
for f, and if g is bounded in some neighborhood ofp, then p is a nonnormal point for
the function f -4- g. Further, if g is a bounded analytic function in D, then the point
q G C is a nonnormal point for the function f if and only if q is a nonnormal point

for the function f A- g.
LEMMA 3. If f is analytic in D and continuous on D\jC,

then f is a normal

function.
By "continuous" here we mean continuous in the extended sense, that is, we
consider the image of / to be in the metric space consisting of the Riemann sphere
with the usual chordal metric. Thus, for example, the function f(z) = 1/(1 — z)
is continuous in D U C.

LEMMA 4. Let f be an analytic function in D and letp G C be such that there
exist two sequences of points {zn} and {z'n} in D with the properties zn —►
p, z'n —►
p,
f(zn) -* 0, f(z'n) -* oo, and \(zn — z'n)/(l — z'nzn)\ < 1/2. Then p is a nonnormal

point for f.
LEMMA 5. Let f be an analytic function in D and suppose that there exist two
positive constants a and ß such that a < \f(z2)/f(zi)\
< ß whenever z\ and z2 are
points of D satisfying \(z2 — 2i)/(l — z\z2)\ < 1/2. Then f is a normal function.
Finally, we give a result about bounded analytic functions which will be useful
to us.

Lemma

6. LetB(z) be an analytic function with \B(z)\ < 1 for z G D. If z^ and

z2 are points in D such that \(z2 — zi)/(l

— zïz2)\ < 1/2, then

l/3<|(l-B(z2)V(l-B(*i))|<3.
PROOF. From Schwarz's Lemma, we have, for Z\, z2 G D,

\B(z2) - B{zx)\ < |1 - Bjz7)B(z2)\ \(z2 - *i)/(l - ziz2)\.
The triangle inequality gives

111- B(zi)| - |1 - B(z2)\ | < \B(zx) - B(Zl)\
and

_
|1 - B(Zl)B(z2)\

_

_

= |(1 - B(Zl)) + B(Zl)(l - B(z2))\
<\l-B(2l)\

+ \l-B(z2)\.
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— z\z2)\ < 1/2, we have

B(Zl)\ - |1 - B(z2)\ I < (1/2X11- B(z,)\ + 11— B(z2)\).

Letting 9 = |1 — S(22)|/|l

— B(z\)\, this last inequality becomes

|0-1|<

(1/2X0+ 1)

which implies 1/3 < 0 < 3, which is the desired result.
3. We are now in a position to present the main results.
THEOREM 1. Iff(z) = X^Lo anz"'> where {an} is a bounded monotone sequence
of real numbers, then f(z) is a normal function.

PROOF. Let g(z) = (1 — z)f(z) = a0 + ££Li

bnzn, where bn = an — on_i.

If b = limn-.oo an, then 23n^=i \bm\ = |^o — b\ so g is bounded

and continuous

on

DUC, and g(l) = b. If b ^ 0, then f(z) = g(z)/(l — z) is continuous onDuC
(where /(l) = 00), and / is a normal function by Lemma 3.

If b = 0, and an = 0, then f(z) = 0 and the result is trivial.
If b = 0 and an 7^ 0, then g(z) = a0(l + S^Li(^n/ao)^n)
and g is continuous
onDuC.
Let B(z) = — T,n=1(bn/ao)zn.
Then \B(z)\ < 1 for z G £> and o(^) =

ao(l — £(2))- If zi, z2 G 7) are such that \(z2 — •zi)/(l — ~z~\z2)\< 1/2, then

1/3 < \g(z2)/g(zi)\ < 3
by Lemma 6. Also, for |(z2 — zi)/(l

— zjz2)\ < 1/2, we have

\Z!-Z2\<(1/2)\1-ZÏZ2\

<(l/2)(|l-^i|

+ |l-22|)

< (3/2)|l-*,|

+ (l/2)|l-021

and thus

\l-z2\

<|l-2i|

+ ki-^2|

which means that

|1 — z2\ < 3|1 — zi\.
Since the situation is symmetric in z\ and z2, we have

1/3 < |l-zi|/|l-¿2|

<3.

Hence, for \(z2 — Zi)/(1 — zjz2)\ < 1/2, we obtain

1/9 < |/C*ä)//(*i)|

= \g(z2)/g(z1)\ |(i - Zl)/(i - z2)\ < 9.

Thus, / is a normal function by Lemma 5.
COROLLARY.
If f(z) = Yln°=o o-nzn, where either anan_)_i > 0 for each n or
anan-1-1 < 0 for each n, and {|an|} is a bounded monotone sequence, then f is a
normal function.

PROOF.

By hypotheses,

there exists a fixed 6 G [0,2w) such that bn = el6an

is a real number for each n. Let f\(z) = el0f(z)
6n6n_l_i > 0 for each n and {|6n|} is a bounded
a normal function by Theorem 1. If anan+i
=
f2(z) = /i(—z) is a normal function by Theorem
normal function follows directly from the definition

= J2r7=o bnZn- If anan_|_i =
monotone sequence, then /1 is
bnbn+i < 0 for each n, then
1. In either case, that / is a
of a normal function.
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THEOREM 2. Let f(z) = Yin°=oanZn, where Y,n=i K — an-i|

< oo and

linin-Kx, an 7¿ 0. Then f is a normal function.

PROOF. Let g(z) = (l-z)f(z)
an_i.

Then g is continuous

— a0+X)^Li

bnzn, where, as before, bn = a„—

in D U C, and g(l) = ao + Y^n°=i bn = hnin-Kx, an ^

0. Thus f(z) = g(z)/(l — z) is continuous on D (J C (where /(l) = oo) and thus /
is a normal function by Lemma 3.
REMARK 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, the proofs show
that the function f(z) is bounded in a neighborhood of each point of C — {1}. This
fact will be used in the construction of examples.
REMARK 2. It is an open question whether Theorem 2 is true when an -> 0.
This question, in turn, appears to depend upon the manner in which g(z) can
approach 0 as z —►
1, and little appears to be known about this.
We note that, in view of Lemma 2, the change of a finite number of coefficients of
a function will not change whether or not the function is a normal function. Thus,
Theorem 1 could be restated taking this into account. In addition, the addition of a
bounded function to a normal function results in a normal function, and this allows
for additional variations on the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (and possibly Theorem
2). We will not pursue such statements here. However, the proof of Theorem 2 can
be modified to produce a somewhat stronger statement, as follows.
THEOREM 3. Let f(z) = J2n°=o anZn, and let there exist a positive integer k
such that both £^Lfc \an — an—k\ < oo and

}] I Urn ank-\-j \vP 7^ 0
~~^„ \n—»oo

for each w with wk = 1.

/

Then f(z) is a normal function.

PROOF. Let g(z) = (l — zk)f(z) = J2n°=o bnzn, where bn = an for 0 < n <
k — 1, and bn = an — an_¿ for n > k. Then, for wk = 1,
oo

k—1

9(w) — X] bnVjn = ^(^^O-nk+jW
ra=0

t¿ 0

.7= 0

and o is continuous in 73 U C since J2 \bn\ < oo. It follows that f(z) is continuous
in D U C (with f(w) = oo for wk = 1) so / is a normal function by Lemma 3.
For example,

if an = 1 + (—l)n(l

— f/n),

then f(z) = X)^°=o anZn is a normal

function by Theorem 3 (with k = 2).
4. We now give some examples to show the delicate nature of the results of the
previous section. We note that Mathews has given an example of a nonnormal
function whose coefficients converge to zero [5, Example 1, p. 28]. (Actually,
Mathews claimed only that his example has bounded coefficients, but it is easily
verified that his example is an H2 function.) By a similar construction, we give
an example of a nonnormal function with nonnegative coefficients such that the
coefficients converge to zero. This shows that the monotonicity required in Theorem
1 cannot be easily discarded.

Example

1. There exists a nonnormal function f(z) = J2n°=o anZn such that

an > 0 for each n and linin^oo an = 0.
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— e~2n)i and zn = (1 — \e~2n)i, n — 1,2,3,...,
product with zeros at {z'n}. If B(z) = B\(z)B\(z),
real axis, B(z) — 0 for z = zn and for 0 = 24 for
0 such that |B(z)| > 6 for z = zn and z = z^ for

and
then
each
each

n (see [2, pp. 11-13]). Let h(z) = log(l/(l + z2)) and let 0(0) = h(z)B(z). Then
a(z) is real valued on the real axis, so g(z) = Sn=o bnzn, where each bn is a real
number. Further \g(z)\ < \h(z)\ and h is an 772 function, so X)n=o \bn\2 < 00

and thus lim«-,.*, bn = 0. Finally, g(zn) —►
00, while o(z^) = 0 for each n. It
follows that i is a nonnormal point for g by Lemma 4, for it is easily verified that
\(zn — z'n)/(\ — z'nzn)\ —►
1/3 as n —►
00. (It is also easily verified that the only other
nonnormal point for g is —i, for g is continuous on (D\jC) — {i, —i}, although we
will not use this fact in what follows.)
Now let cn = sup{|i>fc| : k > n}. Then {cn} is a decreasing sequence and cn —►
0.
If G(z) = J2n°=o cnzn> then, by Remark 1 following Theorem 2, G is bounded in a
neighborhood of i and so i is a nonnormal point for g -4- G. But then the function
f(z) = g(z) + G(z) = J2n°=o anZn, where an = bn -4- cn > 0, has a nonnormal
point at i, and so / is not a normal function by Lemma 1. Thus / is the desired

function.
Campbell and Piranian [3] have given an example at a bounded function f(z) =
^2 anzn such that the function g(z) = J2 \an\zn is not a normal function. Mathews
[5, Example 2, p. 30] gave an example of a Bloch function f(z) = J2anZn for
which g(z) = J2\an\zn is not a Bloch function, but it is not clear whether g(z)
is a normal function or not. Here, we look in the opposite direction and give an
example of a nonnormal function f(z) = ^2anzn for which g(z) = ]T |an|zn is a
function satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
EXAMPLE 2. There exists a nonnormal analytic function f(z) = X)n=o anZn

such that Ion I = 1 for each n.
PROOF. Let g(z)
9(z) = J2n°=o bnzn,
point for g. We may
with modulus greater
each n, let dn = \/l

be the function constructed in the proof of Example 1. Then
where bn is a real number for each n and i is a nonnormal
assume that |6„| < 1, for we can simply omit any coefficient
than 1 without changing any of the listed properties of g. For
— bn and note that

dn - dn-l

= (ön_! -

b2n)iyi~Vn

+ y/l-b*^

so that, since bn —►
0,
|dn-dn-l|<&„

+ &n-l

for n sufficiently large. Since J2bn < 00, we have that ^2\dn — d„_i|

< 00 and

d„ —►
1 since bn —»0. Thus, F(z) = X)n=o idnZn is a normal function by Theorem
2 and F is bounded in a neighborhood of i by Remark 1 following Theorem 2. Thus
f(z) = 9(z) + F(z) = Y,n=oanZn
satisfies a„ = bn + idn and so |a„| = 1 for

each n. Further i is a nonnormal point for / by Lemma 2, so / is not a normal
function.
REMARK 3. Although coefficients in Example 2 have constant modulus, it is
easy to modify these coefficients so that their moduli are strictly increasing (or
decreasing). For, if {en} is a sequence such that £3len| < 00, arge„ = argon
and {|en|} is strictly decreasing. Then the subtraction (or addition) of the function
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B(z) = X)n=o enzU from (to) the function f(z) in Example

2 will give the desired

result.
It would be of interest to be able to construct an example of a function f(z) =
Y^n°=oanzn such that {|an|} converges monotonically to zero but f(z) is not a
normal function. Thusfar, we have been unable to construct such an example.
Such an example would be especially interesting if each an were a real number.

5. In this section we deal briefly with the situation in which the coefficients are
monotone and unbounded.
We first note that Theorem 1 is no longer valid if the condition of boundedness
of the coefficients is removed.
EXAMPLE 3. There exists a function f(z) = J2n°=oanZn such that {a„} is an
increasing sequence of real numbers and f is not a normal function.
PROOF. Let g(z) = X)n=o ^n^™ be a nonnormal function with nonnegative
coefficients such that bn < 1 for each n, and i is a nonnormal point for g. Such
a function was constructed in Example 1. Setting f(z) = g(z) + (1/(1 — z))2 =
Yln°=o(n "T"1 + bn)zn, we have that i is a nonnormal point for / (since 1/(1 — z)2
is bounded near i) and {an = n +1 + 6„} is an increasing sequence. Thus / is the
desired function.
However, despite this example, it is possible to state conditions on an increasing
sequence of coefficients under which the function is a normal function.

THEOREM 4. Let f(z) — X)n=o a^zU be ana^ic in A
increasing sequence of real numbers. If there exists a positive
the sequence {bn} is a bounded monotone sequence, where bo
fcoo,..., bn = J2j==o (—^y(k)an—j, where k*(n) = min{k, n},

where {a„} is an
integer k such that
= an, £>i = ai —
then f is a normal

function.
PROOF. Let fk(z) = (1 — z)kf(z) = £n°=o bnzn. From the proof of Theorem

1, fk has the form
/*(*)
where gk is continuous on D U C.
is continuous on D U C (with /(l)
ofc(l) = 0, then by the method of

= 9k(z)/(l - z),
If Ofc(l) ^ 0, then f(z) = gk(z)/(l — z)k+l
= oo) and so / is normal by Lemma 3. If
proof of Theorem 1 we have if Z\, z2 G 0 and

1-22
—zi l/l 1 —z\z21< 1/2 then
1/3 < |fffcf>a)/fffc(3i)|< 3

and

l/3<|l-z2|/|l-*i|

<3,

which yields
l/3fc+2 < |/(*a)//i>i)|

< 3k+2,

so that / is a normal function by Lemma 5.

For example, if

,W=l,("-1+(vèr)>"
then for k = 1 we have b0 = 0, 6X= l/y/2, and bn = 1 + (1/01 + 1) — (1/0Î)
for n > 2, and {bn} is an increasing sequence which converges to 1. Thus, / is a
normal function.
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